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Abstract 
Here we introduce more general definitions of weak block diagonally dominant ma- 
trix and weak block H-matrix which permit block triangular factorizations and extend 
the theory to the block diagonally dominant matrices and the block H-matrices. Fur- 
thermore,by the theory of weak block H-matrix, we prove that any partitioned block 
form of a pointwise H-matrix has a block triangular factorization. © 1998 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
A MS classification: 15A ! 8; 15A48; 15A57 
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1. Introduction 
We shall consider a l inear system Ax = b where A is an m x m matrix, par- 
t i t ioned into block matr ix form 
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All Alz "'" Al,,) 
/121 A22 "'"  A2. 
,4  = . . . , ( l . l )  
. . .  
\A,a A,,2 "'" A,,, 
where A o is of order m; x mi, 1 ~< mj <~ m, 1 ~< mi ~< m. In most practical applica- 
tions, the matrices Aq are sparse and many of the block matrices are zero. 
Solving the linear system .,Ix = b, we often approximate the solution with 
some sort of preconditioned iterative methods. For this, we usually construct 
a preconditioning matrix C -  an mcomplete factorization of A. Varga et ai. 
[11], and Manteuffel [7] gave some methods for A being a pointwise H-matrix. 
For a recent survey of these factorizations in the case where A is a block H-ma- 
trix, see [1,9]. But some partitioned strictly diagonally dominant matrices are 
not block H-matrices. Here we introduce a definition of weak block diagonally 
dominant matrix different from the block diagonally dominant matrix defined 
by Feingold and Varga [4] and Robert [10]. We further present the class of 
weak block H-matrices which permit a block triangular factorization and 
whose block Jacobi iteratives are convergent. Finally we prove that any parti- 
tioned block form of a pointwise H-matrix has a block triangular factorization, 
and discuss some applications in generalized uitrametric matrices. 
In this paper, we confine ourselves to the vector norm Ilxll  = ma,~i Ix, I and 
r !  
the matrix norm 11,411. : max/~i=,l la, I. 
2. Block diagonally dominant matrices and block H-matrices 
Let A E C"''. Then its comparison matrix '¢1(4) = [bq] is defined by 
{ la0l, i = j, 
bq = -la,jl, i _-/k .j. 
Definition 2.1. A is said to be a nonsingular H-matrix if its comparison matrix is 
a nonsingular M-matrix. A is a singular H-matrix if el(A) is a singular 
M-matrix. 
For future reference, we will define the set f2d and Oh: 
,Qd = {A C C'"', la,.,,l>~%A,Vi},j, 
i.e. the set of strictly diagonally dominant matrices; 
fall = { A E C""' I A is a nonsingular H-matrix}. 
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Lemma 2.1. A is a nonsingular H-matrix" i f  and only i f  there exists a positive 
vector v such that 41(A)v > O. 
This due to Fan [3]. 
Lemma 2.2 ([5]). Let M be an n × n matrix and N be an n × m matrix. I f  M is a 
strictly diagonally dominant matrix, then 
IIM-'NII~ < max z...,j:,, ,j, 
¢l.,,,i : Yc i.,,,ll " 
Proof. Suppose that M is an n x n strictly diagonally dominant matrix and let 
the absolute row sum 7i. of row i0 bc the most of all absolute row sums of the 
matrix M- IN .  Select a vector x with ]x,.[ = l (i = l, 2 , . . . ,  n) satisfying that the 
i0th element of M- INx  is 7i,, = I[M IN]]~_ • Define y= M-IN.r, then 
in  
My = h~ and mi,,.i,y,,, + ~-':flni,,.yj = ~-'~jli,,..jxj. 
.i~io j 1 
Using the assumptions of 7i,, and x, we get 
tlt 
i / i ,  i l l  j I 
and 
~',,, = IIM 'Nil. <~ ~'7,1",.I ( ~271,1.,jl } I,n,,,.,,,[' ~j~, Im,..i] <~ max ( ]" ' , , I '  ~j/ ,  ]n,,,.[) " 
[] 
Let C~'' denote the set of all matrices in C"'" which are of form ( 1.1 ) relative 
to some given block partitioning n (we will only consider n for which the diag- 
onal blocks are square matrices). Let A = [Aij] and A, (i = I, 2 , . . . ,  n) be non- 
singular. Then its block comparison matrix ~#b(A) = [b,j] is defined by 
= J' IIA5'llZ', i=  j,  
-IIA,ill~,, i# j .  
We can reformulate the definitions of block diagonally dominant matrix due 
to Fenigold and Varga [4] as follows: 
Definition 2.2 ([4]). A is called a strictly block diagonally d,~minant matrix if its 
block comparison matrix ¢1b(,4) exists and is strictly diagonally dominant. 
Now we define the set OD as 
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[2D = {A E C~'"[°?lb(A) is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix}. 
D = [D~j] in C m'~ is said to be block diagonal if D~j = 0 for all i ~ j. 
Definition 2.3 ([9]). A is said to be a nonsingular block H-matrix if there exist 
nonsingular block diagonal matrices D, E and D, E E C~'' such that qlb(DAE) 
is a nonsingular M-matrix. We define 
t~,, = {,4 ~ c7.~ 1`4 is a nonsingular block H-matrix }. 
Lenuna 2.3 ([9]). I f  A E t2H, then there exist nonsingular block diagonal matrices 
D and E such that DAE is strictly block diagonally dominant. 
3. Weak block diagonally dominant matrices 
Definition 3.1. ,4 E C~'" is said to be weak block diagonally dominant if 
D= diag(Ali,A22,...,A,n) is nonsingular and D-l`4 is a strictly diagonally 
dominant matrix. 
Theorem 3.1. ,4 E C~'" is weak block diagonally dominant if  and only if  every 
vector x E C m with x # 0,x T = (x~,x~,...  ,xr,,),xi E C m' satisfies that for every 
i, IIx/ll~ < Ilxl[~ whenever ~,~!=1Atjxj = O. 
Before proving Theorem 3.1, firstly we prove the lemmas as follows. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that A E C m'' satisfies that every vector x E C m with - - I t  
x # 0,x T = (xT,xT2,... ,xXn),xi E C m' satisfies that for every i, Ilxill~ < tlx!l~ 
whenever ~,~"--I Aijxj = O. Then Aii are nonsingular (i = 1,2,. . .  ,n) and A is 
nonsingular. 
Proof. If for some io,Ai,,,~,, is singular, then there is a vector xi0, E cm'o,x,0 ~ 0 
such that 
Aio,ioxio -" O. 
Define x T = (0, O, . . . .  O, x~, 0 , . . . ,  0), then 
H 
]== | 
Using the assumptions we can get 
IIx,., II ~ < Ilxll~ --- max Ilxj I1~ - IIx,0 I1~. 
J 
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This is a contradict ion. So A;~ is nonsingolar.  
I f  A is singular, then there exists a x T T T T = (X ! ,Xz , . . . ,X , )  with x # 0 such that 
n 
EA~jx j  = 0, i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  
j=l 
Using the same method, we have that Ilxll ~ < Ilxll~. This is a contradict ion. So 
A is nonsingular.  [] 
Lemma 3.2. Suppose A E C 'n'n then A is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix 
i f  and only i f  
I IZ -D- 'A I I~ < 1. 
Proof. By Definit ion 3.1, it is obvious. [] 
Aiixi = -ZAox/  
Proof  of Theorem 3.1. (i) Sufficiency. Suppose ,4 E ~m,, Let the absolute row 
sum 7io of  row i0 be the most of  all absolute row sums of  the matr ix I - D-IA. 
Select a vector x with Ixi[ = 1 (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  m) satisfying 
m 
Z c~ojxj = ?io, 
j---I 
where C = 1 - D-IA. Part it ion x according to rr and let y = (I - D-IA)x, then 
A~y~ = - -ZA( iXj ,  i = 1,2 , . . . ,n .  
,i~ 
For vector x(i) T (x~,.. ,.z , x ,.T T = ',  "i- I, -~i , "i+ I, • ' ' ,  x,, ) we have 
Ily, ll~ < IIx(i)ll~ = maxl lx j l l~ ~< IIxll~ = 1 i=  1 ,2 , . . .  n. 
j# i  ' ' 
That  is to say, Ill - D-~AII~ < 1. By Lemma 3.2, A is a weak block diagonal ly 
dominant  matrix. 
(ii) Necessity. Suppose that A E C~'" is weak block diagonal ly dominant  
then III - D-IAII~ < 1. Assume that x E C m with x # 0 is a vector such that 
for some i. 
Then 
IIx, ll~ 
j~i 
<~ ZIAi ; 'A, j le/  I Ilxll~, 
j#i I~ 
268 
where IZl =(laol), e~=( I , l , . . . ,1 )  ~C"'. 
III -D-L411,~ < 1, we have 
j¢i "x: 
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By IIEj,,IAff'A~;I ej I1~ ~< 
[] 
Corollary 3.1. I f  A is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix then A is 
nonsingular. 
Theorem 3.2. I f  A C C"/'" & strictly block diagonally dominant, then A is weak 
block diagonally dominant. 
Proof. For  x E C m and x ~ 0, if for some i. the following equality holds 
i1 
y~A~jxj = O, 
j~- I 
wc can get 
Since A is strictly block diagonally dominant, I/llAi;. ~11. > }2~,., IIA,,II ~, that is, 
IIA,i'II,~Y~IIA,,II, ~ < I. 
/¢i 
So 
IIx, ll , < lixll . 
By Theorem 3.1, A is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix. [21 
Corollary 3.2. i ra  is strictly block diagonally dominant, then D-IA is strictly 
diagonally dominant where D = diag(Atl, A22,...,A,,,,). 
Corollary 3.3. l f  A & a strictly diagonally dom#umt matrix and is partitioned &to 
form I I. 1), then A is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix. 
Proof. Suppose that A is an m x m strictly diagonally dominant matrix 
partit ioned into form (I. ! ). Then for every i (i = !, 2 . . . .  , m), A satisfies 
I,,,,I > la,,l 
j¢i 
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Let 
At1 
A22 
D = 
@ 
, B =A -D ,  
A,,,, 
Akk=(a~)),  l~s ,  t<,mk, k=l ,2 , . . . ,n .  
Now we estimate IlD-IB[l~. Since every i can be written 
rn2 + ..- + rnk_l + i, 0 < / ~< m~, m0 = 0, by Lemma 2.2, we get 
m 
I ID- 'S I l~ ~< max 
i (/~) (k} " a ,  - ~ j~ a~j I 
Since ~ i lbul + ~j~/  ~1 ik) '" at/l= Zj,/la,jl < ]ai, I-= a n ], we get 
as i=ml+ 
EIII 
j= i lbul 
max < 1, i= l ,2 , . . . ,m.  
an I-- ~-~.i/I atj 
So [ID-'BI[~. = Ill - D-~AII~ < 1. And by Lemma 3.2, A partitioned into form 
(!.1) is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix. [] 
Corollary 3.4. I rA L~" weak block diagonally thmlimmt, lhetrt he hh)ck .lacohi 
iterat[ve matrix o fA  is conrergent. 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.2, if we write ..~ =D-B ,  where 
D = diag(Ati,A22,... ,A,,,,), then IIO-~nll~ = II1 - D-~AII~, < I, so 
p(O-'B)<~llo-In]l~ < 1. 
Hence the Jacobi iterative matrix of A is convergent. [] 
In [3], Robert defined the matrix N(A) = [b,i] ~here 
l, i= j ,  
b,/= -!lA,;:'A,jil~, i :~ j. 
If N(A) is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix then A is called Robert 
block diagonally dominant matrix• For Robert block diagonally dominant ma- 
trices we can get the same results as for strictly block diagonally dominant ma- 
trices. 
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4. Weak block H-matrices 
Definition 4.1. ,4 E C m'' is called weak block H-matrix if there are nonsingular 
block diagonal matrices D and E such that DAE is a weak block diagonally 
dominant matrix. We define 
~w = {`4 E C m'n [ A is a weak block H-matrix}. 
Theorem 4.1. IrA is a nonsingular H-matrix and is partitioned into the form (1.1), 
then A E t~w. 
Prool, Since `4 is a nonsingular H-matrix, there exists a diagonal matrix D such 
that AD is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. By Corollary 3.3 and 
Definition 3.1, `4 is a weak block H-matrix. [] 
Theorem 4.2. I f  A E t~w, then A has a block triangular factorization. 
Proof. First, we prove that if ,4 is weak block diagonally dominant partitioned 
into form (1.1), then ,4 has a block triangular factorization. 
Since ,4 is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix, D-l`4 is a strictly diag- 
onally dominant matrix where D = diag(All,`422,... ,,4,,). Then the block prin- 
cipal submatrix Ca of D-IA formed by block rows and block columns numbers 
1,2, . . . ,k  in form (l . l)  is strictly diagonally dominant and nonsingular 
(k = 1,2,. . . ,n).  According to Faddeev [2] (Chapter 1, Section 1.13, p. 24), 
D-IA has a block triangular factorization. So ,4 has a block triangular factor- 
ization. 
IfA E t2w, then there are nonsingular block diagonal matrices D and E such 
that D`4E is weak block diagonally dominant. So DAE has a block triangular 
factorization. That is to say, A has a block tr!angular factorization. [] 
Note. By Theorem 4.2, we can construct an incomplete block factorization 
for a weak block H-matrix by the same way as for block H-matrices (see 
[9,1]). 
Theorem 4.3. £~H c [2w and ~n ~ ~w. 
Proof. I~H C £~w follows from Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 3.2. and Definition 
4.1. Let 
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A = 
1 0 I 1 -~ 0 
0 1 I 0 1 -~ 
1 -~ 0 [ I 0 
0 0 1 0 1  
0 0 I 1 -~ 0 
0 0 I 0 1 -~ 
[ 0 
I o 
I o 
I o 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
/ 
where 0<~<1.  
By Polman [9], A is strictly diagonally dominant and A ~ Do. But, by Corollary 
3.3, A is a weak block diagonally dominant matrix and A E Dw. [] 
Due to Corollary 3.4 and Definition 3.1, it is easy to verify the following the- 
orem. 
Theorem 4.4. A E Dw, the Jacobi iterative matrix o f  A is convergent. 
We consider the applications of weak block H-matrices in generalized ultra- 
metric matrices. McDonald et al. [6], Nabben and Varga [8] introduced the new 
class of generalized ultrametric matrices in studying inverse M-matrices prob- 
lem. 
Definition 4.2. A matrix A = [aiy] E C"'" is called a generalized ultrametric 
matrix if: 
(i) A has nonnegative entries; 
(ii) a e >I min{a;k, akj} for all i , j , k  E N = {1,2,.. .  ,n}; 
(iii) aii >>- max{a/k, ak;} for all i E N, 
(iv) each triple {q,s,t} in N 3 can be reordered as a triple {i , j ,k}  such that 
(iv.i) a# = a~k and akj = aki, 
(iv.ii) max{aij, ayi} >I max{a/k, ak~'}, 
where, ifn = 1, (iii) is interpreted as al,l/> 0. A matrix A is called a strictly gen- 
eralized ultrametric matrix if the above conditions hold with strict inequality 
in (iii). 
Let A be a strictly generalized ultrametric matrix and 
min{aij: i , j  E N},  ~(A) = min{aj~:a;j = z(A)}, 3(A) = ~o(A) - z(A), 
max{aij}, then there exists a permutate matrix P such 
= 
[ c 0] rAl A] 
A := pTAp = 6(A)~n_r~r D + = LA2, A22 
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C E C r'~ and D E C "-~'"-r are also strictly generalized ultrametric matrices and 
A-J, C- ~, D- I are strictly diagonally dominant M-matrices, where 
*- T All  -- C + "c(A)~r~ T, A22 = O + T(A)¢n_r~n_r, 
Cr=(1 ,1 , . . . , l )  T EC" ,  ~n_r=( l , l , . . . , l )  TEC "-r, 
g, = (1, 1,. . . ,  1) T E C" (see [8]). 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose A as aoove, then A is a weak block H-matr ix .  
Proof. By Sherman--Morrison formula, we have that 
(C- J l - r (A~ ~T~-I m_ C --I -- T(A)C-I~"~Tc-I 
is an M-matrix, and 
A'IAHI" "-" (o(A)~n-r~Tr ( C-I -- i - '~~~.  "c(A)c-l r~TrC-I ) 
~o(A)~,_,.~'C-' 
1 + r(A)¢Tc- '~, .  " 
~o(,,I T- l  = )~,,.c ¢, 
A21'4i-ll~r I -I- T(A)~:'CI~,, end'" 
Since C -~ is a strictly diagonally dominant M-matrix, (/)(/1)~,~ -r~r'TC -~ and 
A21A~l ~ are nonnegative matrices. According to Theorem 3.5 in [8] (pp. 387, 
388), 
(,o(A) - ~(A) )~C- '  ~.~ = ,~(A)~C- '  ~,,. < 1 
so we get 
)¢,c ~, 
l + ~(A)~SC- '~.r  
<1 and IIA21A -t = ,, ,- I I~. < I. 
Since A2xA?i I is nonnegative, we have that IIAa~Afi ~ I1~ < !. 
By the same way, we have that IIA,:A,_,'II~ < 1. So 
A.] 
is a row strictly_ diagonally dominant matrix and by Corollary 3.3 and Defini- 
tion 4.1, A is a weak block H-matrix. [] 
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For example, let 
2 l 
1 2 
.4 -  
l l 
1 l 
1 l 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
2 l ! 
l 2 1 
1 l 2 
AD -1 = 
I 0 ! t ! 
4 4 4 
0 1 ! 1 1 
4 4 4 
I I 1 0 0 
3 3 
I I 0 1 0 
3 3 
! ! 0 0 1 3 3 
is a row strictly diagonally dominant matrix. So A is a weak block diagonally 
dominant matrix. But A is not a block diagonally dominant matrix, since its 
block comparison matrix 
rl 3] 
is not a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. In this case, A is also a Robert 
block diagonally dominant matrix. 
According to Theorem 4.5, we get the following corollary. 
Coro l la ry  4.1. Suppose that A is a strictly generalized ultrametric matrix, then 
there exists a split A = M + N such that the spectrum radius p(M- i N) < i where 
M, N are nonnegative matrices. 
Proof .  Let P be permutate matrix such that 
:= pTAp ' -  6(A)~,,-r~r + r(A)G¢,T = LA2, A22J' 
then by Theorems 4.5 and 4.4, we get p (~- i~)< 1. Let M=p~pT,  
N = p-~pT then ,4 = M + N and 
p(M- 'N)  = p(p-~- 'pTp~- 'pT)  = p(--M-'N) < l. [] 
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